MSU British Studies Program / London 2019
Computer Science
Tentative dates: July 5 – August 5, 2019.

Dr. Ranette Halverson, Ext. 4189, Bolin 126A ~ Dr. Tina Johnson, Ext. 6201, Bolin 126F

The MSU Department of Computer Science tentatively plans to offer 6-credit hours of advanced CMPS courses through the MSU British Studies Program / London 2019.

Computer Science – Evolution of Computing & Cybersecurity
Six Semester Hours: CMPS 4883 & CMPS 4663
Modern day computing began during World War II and, unknown at the time, London was the hub of these developments. Even the initial work in coding and code breaking began here - breaking the secret German codes produced by the Enigma. Students will examine the parallel developments in the UK, US and Germany in the 1940’s and 1950’s and continue into the present, including the evolving cybersecurity challenges faced by everyone active in today’s cyberspace. Field trips will include locations such as Bletchley Park and the Alan Turing Exhibition at the Science Museum. Guest speakers from security and law enforcement agencies will provide updates on current security efforts.

Cost of the 2019 program is not yet confirmed. Summer 2018 cost was $6950, which included round-trip airfare, tuition & fees, housing, International Student ID card, & all program related transportation. Students may apply for scholarships & financial aid. (Contact MSU Office of International education for details.) ~ Students are encouraged to apply early (beginning Sept. 1, 2018 for summer 2019) & pay the $250 deposit.

Please Direct Questions to: Dr. Michael Mills, Director
Office of International Education ~ Bea Wood Hall Suite #106 ~ 940-397-4038